Public Workshop on Revisions to the Oil Production Greenhouse Gas Emissions Estimator (OPGEE) Model

August 10, 2021
9:00 am – 10:30 am
Agenda

• Introduction

• Presentation on revisions to the OPGEE model by Dr. Adam Brandt, Stanford University

• Q&A/Open discussion
Purpose of Today’s Workshop

• Today’s workshop covers revisions in version 3.0a
  • Part of the process of periodically considering updates to OPGEE
• Carbon intensities will be shown to illustrate the effects of model changes
  • Intended to help solicit feedback prior to finalizing OPGEE
• CARB is seeking comments on technical aspects only
Housekeeping

• All materials available on our [website](#)

• Participants are muted, may raise hand to ask question during Q&A session or type a question in the chat box

• Written comments due by August 25, 2021 at 5:00 pm (Pacific Time)
  • Link to comment docket on our website
Q&A / Open Discussion

• Ask questions verbally or in the chat box (send to “everyone”)
  • Raise hand to request to be unmuted for verbal comment/question
  • Cannot raise hand if called in on phone only
• Today’s forum is for technical model questions and discussion only